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Overview 

South East Water is a water supply company to around

2 million customers in southern England. It is required

to prepare a Drought Plan and to regularly keep this

under review. The Drought Plan explains the measures

the Company would take under drought conditions to

ensure a continued supply of water to its customers.

Recent changes in legislation means that water

companies now have powers to implement a wider

range of temporary restrictions without first needing

to obtain a Drought Order to restrict non essential uses

of water. The draft Drought Plan explains South East

Water’s view of how and when temporary restrictions

on different categories of water use should apply.

The Company has consulted with the Environment

Agency and other key agencies as part of preparing

this draft Drought Plan. The Company has now

published a draft Drought Plan for a period of public

consultation ending on 4th April 2012. 

This document is a Non Technical Summary (NTS) of

the Plan. The full draft Drought Plan and an electronic

copy of this NTS are available on the Company’s

website at www.southeastwater.co.uk/droughtplan.

Further details of where you can view copies and how

you can comment on the draft proposals set out in the

Drought Plan are given in section 5 of this NTS. 

Any comments you would like to make on the draft

Drought Plan must be sent to the Department of

Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra). These can

be comments about the overall Plan and / or specific

comments about the temporary restrictions, which it

is proposed to use in a drought situation. 

After the consultation period Defra will ask South East

Water to respond to all of the comments and consider

whether any changes are required to the Plan. Defra

will then ask South East Water to finalise the Drought

Plan, with Defra having the power to direct South 

East Water to make specific changes to the current

draft Plan.

It is important to note that in the event of a drought

occurring, South East Water is required to give notice

to customers and interested parties prior to each

phase of temporary water use restrictions being

implemented. In each case there would be a 14 day

period in which comments can be made, following

which the Company will take a further 7 days to

consider any responses and announce the measures it

intends to implement.

South East Water Drought Plan:
Non-Technical Summary
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South East Water’s water supply area covers an area

of some 5,657 sq km across areas of Kent, Sussex,

Surrey, Berkshire and Hampshire. Within this area the

Company provides clean water to a population of

around 2 million customers in nearly 900,000 domestic

households and 76,000 commercial properties. This

makes it one of the largest water supply only

companies in the country.

South East Water has a statutory duty to provide water

for its customers. In doing so it has to make sure it

has a robust system to ensure water resources are

managed efficiently and effectively to meet the

demands of customers. The Company’s overall

approach to managing water resources is set out in

the Water Resources Management Plan, which was

approved in December 2010. 

The Drought Plan is a document which explains how

South East Water will manage resources in a drought

situation (droughts are periods of water shortage

caused by an exceptional shortage of rainfall). The

Drought Plan sets out the actions South East Water

intends to use when it is facing a drought, during a

drought, and after a drought has ended. The Company’s

actions seek to address both the supply of water by the

Company, and the demand for water by its customers.

South East Water is legally required to prepare and

maintain a Drought Plan, to set out its proposals and

to consult widely before finally adopting it.

The current draft Drought Plan combines and updates

two previous Drought Plans from 2007, prepared by

the then separate South East Water and Mid Kent

Water companies. This Drought Plan is the first since

the merger of the companies. It also takes account of

new statutory requirements and guidance published

since the merger, in particular the Flood and Water

Management Act (FWMA) 2010 and updated guidance

from the Environment Agency ‘Water Company Drought

Plan Guideline’ (June 2011). 

Purpose of a Drought Plan

“A plan for how the water undertaker will continue,

during a period of drought, to discharge its duties to

supply adequate quantities of wholesome water, with

as little recourse as reasonably possible to drought

orders or drought permits” Sections 39B(2) Water

Industry Act 1991, (as amended by the Water Act 2003).

South East Water’s Drought Plan follows the

Environment Agency Guideline which says that the

Drought Plan should “set out the short-term

operational steps a company will take before, during

and after a drought”. The Plan will allow the Company

to respond quickly to different types of drought

conditions when and if they occur, and to review its

actions through a drought and as the drought event

changes or ends.

South East Water’s Drought Plan explains how it would

manage supplies under different types and severities

of drought, whether working by itself or with other

water companies. These include measures to influence

and restrict the demand for water, for example through

water efficiency campaigns, reducing leakage or

imposing temporary restrictions on water use. Options

to increase supply are also set out, including applying

to alter existing abstraction licences or works to bring

unlicensed or disused sources into use. 

The Flood and Water Management Act 2010 gives water

companies new powers to restrict water in a drought.

These powers relate to the timing of temporary

controls on water use and the potential

implementation of a full ban on non-essential water

use. The draft Drought Plan sets out how South East

Water would implement these new powers as part 

of a phased approach to restricting water use. 

The Company welcomes and encourages comments 

on its proposed approach as part of the 

consultation process.

1. Introduction 



The Drought Plan Process

Water Companies have a duty under the Water Industry

Act 1991 sections 39B and 39C (as amended by the

Water Act 2003) to prepare and maintain Drought

Plans. A clear process for producing a statutory

Drought Plan is set out in the following Government

legislation and guidance and shown in Figure 1.1.

Drought Plan Regulations 2005

Drought Plan Direction 2011

Drought Direction 2011

Flood and Water Management Act 2010

Water Use (Temporary Bans) Order 2010

Drought Permits and Drought Orders 2011

Background context for the Drought Plan

Droughts are naturally occurring events. The

Environment Agency definition is 

“A drought happens when a period of low rainfall

creates a shortage of water for people, the environment,

agriculture, or industry due to a prolonged shortage 

of water”.

South East England is one of the driest regions in the

country and is classified by the Environment Agency

as an area of ‘serious water stress’. Whilst droughts

are most likely to occur during very hot dry weather,

periods of low levels of rainfall during the winter

months also have a significant impact on the area’s

water resources. Groundwater and surface water

sources are recharged by rainfall during the autumn

and winter months, so lower than average rainfall

during the winter can reduce available water in the

following seasons. 

Over 70% of the water supplied by South East Water

comes from groundwater resources (over 250

boreholes and wells). The remainder comes from

surface water sources including six rivers and six

surface reservoirs, some of which are shared with

neighbouring water companies. Some 8% of supplies

to customers come from water transferred from

sources owned and operated by other companies. The

largest of these is from the River Medway scheme

(including Bewl Reservoir). South East Water takes

25% of the water from this scheme, with Southern

Water Services having 75%. 

As part of its statutory duties South East Water

prepares a Water Resources Management Plan which

is reviewed every five years and sets out how the

Company manages supply and demand across its

water supply area and how it intends to meet demand

over the next 25 years. The current Water Resources

Management Plan was approved by the Secretary of

State in December 2010. South East Water’s supply

area is divided into the Western Region and Eastern

Region as shown on Figure 1.2. For the purposes of

5

South East Water Drought Plan 2007 
and Mid Kent Water Drought Plan 2007.

South East Water undertook ‘pre draft Plan 
consultation’** with Defra, Environment 

Agency, Ofwat, adjacent water companies, 
Natural England and the Consumer Council 

for Water before preparing the draft Plan.

South East Water submitted its draft 
Drought Plan to the Secretary of State (Defra) 

on 1st October 2011.

Once directed by the Secretary of State, the 
draft Drought Plan is published for public 
consultation.  South East Water intends to 

allow 8 weeks from publishing the draft Plan 
for comments to be made to Defra.

South East Water must publish a Statement of 
Response to comments received within 15 

weeks from the date the draft Plan was 
published.

The Secretary of State considers the comments 
made and South East Water’s Statement of 

Response and directs any changes to be made 
if necessary.

Final Drought Plan is prepared and published. 

** the responses received during the 
pre consultation are included as an 

Appendix in the Drought Plan.

Figure 1.1 showing the simplified Drought Plan process 

South East Water Drought Plan Non-Technical Summary
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managing water resource planning these regions are

further divided into 8 Water Resource Zones (known

as WRZ).

The Drought Plan takes a similar approach to the

Water Resources Management Plan by dividing South

East Water’s supply area into three sub regional areas,

the Western Region, the Eastern Region (west) and the

Eastern Region (east) as shown on Figure 1.3. South

East Water closely monitors resource levels and

demand within these sub-regions to identify when

there is a risk of drought, and to respond accordingly

with appropriate actions. 

Level of service

As part of preparing its Water Resources Management

Plan, the Company agreed with the Environment

Agency how much water would be available from its

various sources, and the target levels of service for its

customers and the environment. 

The Company’s preferred levels of service to water

supply customers are:

Hosepipe bans – no more than once in 10 years 

(10% annual probability of occurring).

Non essential use bans – no more than once in 40 

years (2.5% annual probability).

In relation to the environment, the Company’s target

environmental level it should only have to implement

measures to vary abstraction licences through Drought

Orders and/or Drought Permits no more than once in

50 years (2% annual probability).

Testing the robustness of the draft Drought
Plan

Each drought is different. Some are short but severe,

whereas others are less intense but last for prolonged

periods of time. It is essential that the Drought Plan is

flexible to cope with a range of types and frequencies

of droughts. The draft Drought Plan builds upon

lessons learnt from the most recent drought of 2005-

2006 and South East Water is confident it has

developed a robust Drought Plan to deal with a range

of scenarios.

To confirm this, the Company has used data gathered

across its area for many years to test the draft Drought

Plan proposals against the three most significant low

rainfall events since the 1930’s. These include:

A short term drought: based on 2003 – very hot 

summer months with high demand, but relatively 

high groundwater conditions;

A medium term drought, over multi seasons: 

based on 1995 to 1996 – sequential years of very 

hot weather with below average recharge of water 

resources;

A long term drought: based on 2003 to 2006 – 

sequential years of below average recharge and 

high demand.

Full details of these scenarios and the results of the

tests are found in the draft Drought Plan.

7
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South East Water’s Drought Management Team

carefully monitors over time both how its water

resources are performing, and how demand for water

is varying. This information is used to trigger actions 

to respond to changing situations across each of the

sub regions. A three stage process has been adopted

by South East Water to determine the most

appropriate response to an emerging drought. The

three stages are: 

Stage 1: Drought triggers are monitored at a number

of pre-defined locations across the supply area to

assess the status of water resources and the demand

for water. 

Stage 2: Data from the drought triggers is fed into a

matrix which is used to determine how severe the

drought is in each of the sub-regions. 

Stage 3: Using information from the matrix, the Drought

Management Team selects and implements action

appropriate to the drought in each sub-region.

Explanation of Stage 1 

South East Water monitors a range of water resources

and demand criteria to ensure it has a robust set of

data as the basis for decisions about droughts.

South East Water measures water levels at its

operational boreholes and at a further 18 observation

boreholes across its supply area. This observed data

is combined with historical data and long term average

levels to enable judgements to be made about

groundwater sources. The Company also monitors

water levels at the two surface reservoirs wholly

owned by South East Water, Arlington and Ardingly.

This data is used to judge the availability of surface

water sources. South East Water collects monthly data

from nine rain gauge stations to assess how well

groundwater resources are recharging over time. 

The Company maintains rolling monthly profiles of

customer demand for water, using information and

data collected across the three drought regions to

provide an accurate assessment of demand from South

East Water’s customers.

Around 8% of the Company’s water supplies come

from sources owned and operated by other water

companies. South East Water considers that there

would be regular and on-going discussions between

the Company and other water companies in a drought

situation, such that it would receive regular updates

on other areas supply levels. In the unlikely event that

an import supply is lost or reduced, South East Water

would use an “override trigger” to take account of this

in its drought risk assessment. This override trigger

would allow the Company to immediately escalate the

drought status to the next stage, and to implement

the corresponding actions to manage the situation 

if necessary. 

Explanation of Stage 2 

Stage 2 of the process involves a careful and

quantified consideration of a series of monitoring

points to assess the availability of the water resource

and the demand on that resource. This is a

complicated process, which requires that the stage 1

triggers levels are collated together to produce a

drought status for each individual groundwater unit,

reservoir or demand within each drought region. 

An overall score is then determined for the

groundwater sources, recharge and surface water

triggers for each region. This is calculated by

combining the results of the individual triggers, 

taking account of the proportion of water supplies

from each unit supporting that region. Reservoir levels

are assessed according to threshold levels and

reservoir capacity. 

This approach provides detailed information on

drought conditions in each sub region, and also allows

analysis of local resource levels, so sources most at

risk during a drought can be identified.

Using this combination of indicators, South East Water

makes an assessment of the projected progression of

the drought. The results for each drought region are

plotted onto a coloured grid so the drought status of

each region can easily be seen. This system is flexible

2. Drought triggers and scenarios
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enough so once the status of a drought changes, a

new set of actions are initiated to manage the

situation. In turn, this allows the Company to

communicate its intended actions to customers based

on accurate and up to date information.

South East Water classifies the development of a

drought using the following system:

Normal status

Mild drought

Moderate drought

Severe drought

Post drought 

In addition to collecting data at defined drought trigger

sites, South East Water routinely collects information

on groundwater levels, rainfall levels at stations

throughout the region, soil moisture deficit, reservoir

levels at Bewl, Darwell, Weir Wood reservoirs (operated

by Southern Water Services) and Pembury reservoir,

and information provided by the Environment Agency

on levels of water in the rivers. Whilst this data is not

fed into the drought matrix assessment, it can still

provide useful indicators for specific areas or help to

target specific operations and actions.

Explanation of Stage 3 

Stage 3 of the process is the identification and

implementation of specific drought actions. The range

of actions available, and the circumstances in which

South East Water proposes to use them are explained

in the next section of this document.

South East Water Drought Plan Non-Technical Summary
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The draft Drought Plan explains the drought

management actions that could be taken by South East

Water. The Plan explains the circumstances in which

they would be used to manage supply and demand of

water supplies to customers as a drought becomes

more severe and then recedes. Decisions will be based

on a number of key factors including the amount of

water stored for in anticipation of use, groundwater

levels, current levels of demand and the time of year.

In reality, a range of actions aimed at minimising

demand and maximising supply will be used.

This Non Technical Summary provides a summary of

the proposed approach. You are strongly advised to

read the fuller explanation provided in the Drought

Plan as this provides a full description of the different

actions and the circumstances in which they are

proposed to be used.

New powers are now available to water companies to

restrict water use and introduce temporary bans during

a drought. Comments are encouraged on the measures

South East Water intends to use and the phased

approach it intends to apply in restricting water use

as part of the public consultation exercise.

Water efficiency measures

South East Water takes its responsibilities to reduce

the demand for water very seriously. It has an on-going

water efficiency campaign and its long term water

resources planning strategy includes:

Universal metering to cover 90% of customers 

 by 2020.

Additional leakage reduction and extending pressure

management measures.

An enhanced water efficiency programme including

education, individual water audits and the provision

and / or installation of water efficiency products such

as save-a-flush and dual flush devices.

During a drought, this programme would be more
actively promoted, highlighting the impending drought
situation, to raise public awareness and reinforce 

the message of the need to conserve water,
encouraging restraint.

Restrictions on water use

Water use restrictions, known as hosepipe or sprinkler
bans, are now known as ‘temporary water use bans’.
The new legislation allows water companies to
introduce bans quickly “if it thinks it is experiencing or
may experience, a serious shortage of water for
distribution” (Flood and Water Management Act 2010). 

Where a drought becomes severe, water companies
can also apply to the Secretary of State for a 
Drought Order to further restrict uses of water to non
domestic properties. In granting the Order, which can
last up to six months, the Secretary of State needs to
be satisfied that: 

either a serious deficiency of supplies of water in any

area or such a deficiency in the flow or level of water

as to pose a threat to any flora and fauna dependent

upon those waters; and

the reason for the deficiency is an exceptional

shortage of rain.

South East Water propose to adopt a phased approach
to implement these new powers as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Phases 1 and 2
Before South East Water imposes temporary water
restrictions, it will give customers two weeks notice of
restrictions proposed, allowing a further week for the
Company to consider any representations and
responses received. A number of methods will be used
to communicate the message to a wide audience,
including adverts published inviting comments in local
newspapers and on South East Water’s website. The
local print media and radio stations will also be used
to communicate with customers. 

When the restrictions are removed, notice will be given
in local newspapers and on the Company’s website
and the restrictions will cease immediately. 

Table 3.1 summarises the proposed measures for
restricting water use during phases 1 and 2 and full
details are given in the draft Drought Plan.

3. What management actions will South East Water take
if there is a drought? (The Drought Plan)
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Phases 3 and 4
South East Water would only apply for a Drought Order

or Permit after implementing a full range of temporary

water use restrictions, including removing concessions.

Again a two phase approach is proposed taking

account of the measures introduced during phases 1

and 2 as part of the temporary water restrictions. A

summary of proposed restrictions is provided in Table

3.2 and full details are given in the draft Drought Plan.

Actions to increase water resource supply

As well as actions to reduce demand, South East Water
has considered a number of supply side options that
can be used in a drought including:

Varying the Company’s own existing operational

works, including increasing local supplies (which

would be carefully monitored and controlled);

Improvements to the way water is distributed around

the network; and the deferment of non essential

maintenance programmes to retain sources in use.

Increasing abstraction of water at existing schemes, in

particular at Southlands and Oaklands and Halling

no.8 sources;

Recommissioning other disused sources;

Considering whether or not improvement schemes 

already planned could be fast tracked;

Reviewing existing bulk transfer arrangements with

other water companies, including investigating 

new temporary or permanent bulk supplies; (refer to

Figure 3.2).

Drought Orders and Permits

South East Water will give very careful consideration

as to whether or not it needs to apply for a Drought

Order or Permit to increase supplies. The decision will

take careful account of the type and severity of the

drought event. Drought Orders or Permits to increase

supply will normally only be likely when a drought is

classed as moderate or severe, after other temporary

bans restricting water use had been used. Full

discussions would be held with the Environment

Agency and with other stakeholders before any

applications are made.

Three key locations are identified in the draft Drought

Plan where Drought Permits or Orders may be sought

under certain drought conditions for conserving or

refilling reservoirs.

Seven other potential sites have been identified in the

draft Drought Plan as potentially providing additional

sources of supply. These are typically disused sites

which until recently were being used. Drought Permits

for these latter sources would only be applied for in a

severe drought due to the projected time constraints

of bringing the infrastructure back into use. Previous

abstraction licences and any conditions attached

would not be exceeded.

Full details of the sites identified as potential sites

where Drought Orders or Permits may be applied for,

including the Environmental Statements prepared for

the reservoir sites and initial environmental screening

for the remaining sites, are given in the full draft

Drought Plan and Appendices.

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Water use restrictions primarily to restrict 
domestic hosepipe use.

Drought Orders  primarily to restrict business 
users.

Concessions include: 
elderly / disabled, 

watering food crops, 
paddling pool filling (in 

the early stages of 
Moderate drought) and 

some small 
businesses.

All concessions 
removed.

Concessions include: 
elderly / disabled, some 

small businesses 
users. Low water use 

devices.

All concessions 
removed.

Phase 3 and Phase 4
may be implemented
together in a rapidly
worsening drought
situation 

(For full list see
Table 1)

(For full list see
Table 2)

Figure 3.1 Phasing of demand restrictions

South East Water Drought Plan Non-Technical Summary
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Table 3.1 Summary of intervention options for water use - Phases 1 & 2

Watering a garden
with a hosepipe

Cleaning a private
motor vehicle with a
hosepipe

Watering plants on
domestic or non
commercial premises
with a hosepipe

Cleaning a private
leisure boat with a
hosepipe

Filling or maintaining
a domestic
swimming or
paddling pool

Drawing water, using
a hosepipe, for
domestic
recreational use
Filling or maintaining
an ornamental
fountain
Cleaning walls or
windows of domestic
premises using a
hosepipe

Cleaning paths or
patios using a
hosepipe

Cleaning other
artificial outdoor
surfaces using a
hosepipe

Filling or maintaining
a domestic pond
using a hosepipe

Proposed concessions for Phase 1

• Elderly and/or disabled
• Food crops at domestic premises or private 

allotments
• Watering of newly laid turf for first 28 day 

period
• Newly bought plants
• Watering with certain water efficiency 

apparatus drip/micro-irrigation, etc.
• National / international sports events
• Businesses specialising in hand car washing 

that use hosepipes as part of their processes
• Specific low water use apparatus, such as 

pressure washers
• Elderly and/or disabled
• Newly bought plants
• Watering with certain water efficiency 

apparatus drip/micro-irrigation, etc.

• Small commercial operators whose business 
depends on work involving this

• Vessels which are primary residence
• Cases where fouling is causing increased 

fuel consumption
• Removal of graffiti
• Engines designed to be cleaned with a 

hosepipe
• Pools with covers as evaporative losses low
• Pools with approved water conservation / 

recycling system
• Paddling pools at early stages of moderate 

drought
• Pools subject to significant repair and 

renovation

• Fountains / cascades for aerating a stagnant 
pond even without fish

• Water features with religious significance
• Small commercial operators whose business 

depends on work involving this
• Very low water use technologies
• Cleaning apparatus not connected to mains 

supply
• Removal of graffiti
• Small businesses whose sole operations are 

cleaning of hard standing
• Businesses where dust suppression is a 

requirement
• Removal of graffiti
• Low water use technologies
• Small businesses whose sole operations are 

cleaning of such surfaces
• Businesses where dust suppression is a 

requirement
• Removal of graffiti
• Low water use technologies

Phase 1
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Phase 2
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Temporary water use restrictions phases 1 and 2 Worsening drought

RestrictionsDefinition includes

Garden includes: park, gardens open to the
public, lawn, grass verge, areas of grass for
sport, allotment garden, any area of allotment
used for non commercial purposes, any other
green space.
Hosepipe: drawing water through hosepipe from
a container, filling or partly filling a container by
a means of hosepipe.

Private motor vehicle: mechanically propelled
for use on roads or trailers.
Hosepipe: as above

Watering of plants in an outdoor plot or in the
ground under cover.
Hosepipe: as above

Vessel, other than a seaplane, designed,
constructed and adapted to move in, on, or
over water.
Hosepipe: as above

Pools in or on land of a building used as a
dwelling, other than a pool used for business.

(a) Recreational use with pool
(b) Recreational use on land as part of a
dwelling.
Hosepipe: as above
A cascade or any other display of moving water,
includes filling by permanent plumbing.

External walls or windows. Includes dwellings,
garages, sheds, outbuildings, walls within the
curtilage of a dwelling.
Hosepipe: as above

Paths and patios of any material and on both
domestic and commercial premises.
Hosepipe: as above

(a) paved or laid with hard or artificial material
(b) timber decking
(c) a quay
(d) trailer for launching boats
(e) the roof of any domestic premises.
Hosepipe: as above
Pond (manmade or natural) includes a
swimming pond, not being used for commercial
purposes. Includes both filling and topping up.
Hosepipe: as above
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Figure 3.2 South East Water and Bulk Supplies and Inter Zonal Transfers

Emergency Drought Orders

An Emergency Drought Plan would only be

implemented in exceptional circumstances, such as an

unprecedented severity of drought, which meant South

East Water could no longer provide a secure supply to

its customers. This would only be sought when the

other demand side and supply side measures in the

Drought Plan have been fully utilised. The Company

has to seek the approval of the Secretary of State for

an Emergency Drought Order.

Emergency Drought Orders are only made for 3 months

(but can be extended by a further 2 months). They

allow water companies to decide how to restrict

supplies to customers through measures such as rota

cuts, introducing stand-pipes and/or water tanks.

Restrictions on abstraction licences can also be relaxed. 

Whilst South East Water recognises the need to

prepare for these extreme actions, it wishes to

reassure customers that an Emergency Order would

only be applied for in a severe drought situation after

other drought measures have been exhausted. 

A summary table of the Drought Actions is shown in

the table 3.3 and the full table is found in the draft

Drought Plan. As every drought is different in terms of

severity, nature, timing and extent of drought, South

East Water has not set a predetermined course of

action for every eventuality. This allows the Drought

Management Team to target those resources and

supply areas most at risk during differing types 

of drought.

Potential environmental impacts,
assessment and monitoring of the Drought
Plan proposals

As this is the first Drought Plan prepared since the

merger of South East Water and Mid Kent Water

companies, the opportunity has been taken to review

all sites previously identified as Drought Permit

options by the individual companies. 

As a result of this review, some of the site options,

mainly in the former Mid Kent Water supply area, have

not been carried forward to the current draft Drought

Plan as they may have resulted in negative impacts on

European and nationally designated nature

conservation sites. This approach has been agreed

with Natural England.

South East Water Drought Plan Non-Technical Summary
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However, since the merger of the two Companies other,

alternative supply options available to the former Mid

Kent area have been identified, and other Drought

Permit options have been identified in the other

drought regions. 

In preparing the draft Drought Plan, South East Water

has considered other legislation and regulations

relating to the Strategic Environmental Assessment

(SEA) Directive (2005). The Company notes that

Drought Plans are not included in the list of indicative

plans and programmes subject to SEA. As the draft

Drought Plan does not set a framework for projects

requiring development consent, it is considered that

no SEA is required. None of the proposals in the

Drought Plan will have a significant effect on a

European site and the Company does not propose to

carry out a Habitat Regulations Assessment. This

approach has been agreed with Natural England.

South East Water has a duty under the Conservation

of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 to have

regard to the requirements of the Habitats Directive.

In addition, the Company has a duty under the Wildlife

Table 3.2 Drought Orders Phases 3 & 4

Filling or maintaining
a pond

Operating a
mechanical vehicle
washer
Cleaning of any
vehicle, boat, aircraft
or railway rolling
stock

Cleaning industrial
plant
Suppressing dust

Operating cisterns

Watering outdoor
plants on
commercial premises

Filling or maintaining
a non-domestic
swimming or
paddling pool

Cleaning non-
domestic premises
using a hosepipe

Cleaning a window
of a non-domestic
building

Definition includes

Pond (natural or manmade) including a
swimming pond, being used for domestic or
commercial purposes. Includes both filling and
topping up, including by fixed pipes.
Mechanical car and truck washers, whether
automatic or not.

Cleaning with a hosepipe. Includes all vessels
and road vehicles including those used for
commercial purposes.

Using a hosepipe to clean equipment necessary
for an industrial operation
Covers domestic and non-domestic areas, using
a hosepipe
Automatically operated flushing cistern servicing
a WC or urinal in a building that is unoccupied
or closed
Watering of plants in an outdoor pot or in the
ground, under cover

A pool other than as described as a domestic
pool above.

Note: pools that are restricted to members only,
e.g. hotel pool, private leisure club etc. fall
under this restriction.

Any exterior part of a non-domestic building or
non-domestic wall, excluding windows.

Any building not used principally as a dwelling,
any other structure.

Proposed concessions for Phase 3

• Washers that recycle less than 23l/wash
• Biosecurity grounds

• Low water use technologies
• Small businesses whose sole operations are 

cleaning of vehicles etc.
• Those using vessels as a primary residence
• Cases where fouling of hulls causes 

increased fuel consumption
• Elderly and/or disabled
• Removal of graffiti
• Removal of graffiti

• Nuisance control

• Offer concessions to charities, churches and 
non profit organisations

• Newly bought plants
• Watering with certain water efficient 

apparatus drip/micro-irrigation

• Pools serving industrial centre training where 
justified

• Pools with covers as evaporative losses low
• Pools with approved water conservation / 

recycling system
• Pools subject to significant repair and 

renovation
• Some buildings may be reliant on building 

washing
• Removal of graffiti
• Low water use technologies
• Businesses reliant on building washing
• Cleaning apparatus not connected to mains 

supply

Phase 3

3

3

3

3

3

3 

3

3

3

3

Phase 4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Drought Orders phases 3 and 4 Worsening drought

Drought Order
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and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) to consider the

conservation and enhancement of Sites of Special

Scientific Interest.

These features have been considered throughout the

environmental assessment process for all the Drought

permit sites and no likely significant adverse effects

are anticipated. 

Under the Natural Environment and Rural Communities

Act 2006, South East Water must act to conserve

biodiversity through restoring or enhancing the

population of species or their habitat. Protected

species have been considered as part of the

environmental assessment process and any risks

identified will be taken into account when the

prioritising Drought options.

The potential environmental impacts of the proposals

in the draft Drought Plan have been considered and

where appropriate, environmental assessments have

been completed. The comprehensive and detailed

assessment carried out by South East Water in

identifying the sites for Drought Permits in each of the

drought regions can be found in the draft Drought

Plan. The data and information used in these

assessments will be reviewed and updated before any

Permits are implemented. 

As part of this process, the baseline information at the

identified Drought Permit sites is regularly updated on

a continuous basis giving South East Water a

comprehensive history of ecological conditions across

the drought regions. 

A number of mitigation measures are also proposed in

the draft Drought Plan to protect the fish population

in the rivers during times of drought ranging from

simple and practical measures to improve the flow of

water to regular monitoring to a contingency fish

rescue plan to deal with extreme drought. Full details

of the measures proposed for each of the drought

regions are contained in the full draft Drought Plan.

South East Water Drought Plan Non-Technical Summary
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Drought Zone Operational and Management Actions 
Normal  Routine monitoring: 

• Operational performance and output monitoring 
• Groundwater, surface water and rainfall monitoring 
• Monthly Water Resources and Environmental Department report 
• Monthly production planning meeting  

Mild Drought 
 
 

Water conservation campaigns and calls for voluntary restraint  
Continue active leakage control (including enhanced leakage detection)  
Initiate pressure management to reduce demand  
Review water conservation schemes  

Prepare to implement temporary bans on water use 
Optimise operations to conserve supplies 
Improve efficiency of the network to distribute water between connections and resource zones. 
Consider infrastructure connectivity or source improvements and / or accelerated planned works
Review disused sources for reinstatement (where SEW have an abstraction licence)  
Seek extension to existing bulk supplies 
Consider options for new bulk supplies and progress if feasible  
Consider and review Drought Order (to restrict demand) application
Consider and review Drought Permit application(s)
Consider Drought Order (to vary licence linked to accelerating planned works) application if appropriate

Moderate Drought Defer non essential maintenance programme 
Further optimisation of operations to conserve supplies 
Implement enhanced leakage detection programme 
Visit high demand commercial users and complete more water efficiency audits  
Consider implementing temporary bans on water use – Phase 1 options 
Development of feasible infrastructural connectivity or source improvements and/or accelerate planned works 
Reinstate disused sources (that SEW have an abstraction licence for)  
Consider and prepare Drought Order (to restrict demand) application  
Consider and prepare Drought Order (to vary licences linked to accelerating planned works) application if 
appropriate 
Consider and prepare Drought Permit application(s)  
Review and consider emergency planning procedures for a drought  

Moderate or 
Severe Drought 

Consider implementing temporary bans on water use Phase 2 options  
Apply for and implement Drought Order (to restrict demand)  
Commission feasible infrastructure connectivity or source improvements and/or accelerated planned works  
Apply for and implement Drought Order (to vary licences linked to accelerating planned works) application
Apply for and implement Drought Permit(s)

Severe Drought Continue to consider, prepare, apply for and implement further Drought Permit / Order application(s)
Apply for Emergency Drought Orders 
Plan for emergency situation 

Emergency 
Planning  

SEW Emergency Plan – implement Emergency Drought Orders 

Drought 
Recession 

Lift temporary ban restrictions and Drought Orders  
Remove Drought Permits and Drought Orders 
Stop other demand side and supply side actions  

Post Drought Apply for abstraction licences or variations to existing licences for any accelerated planned works brought 
online during the drought  
Consider infrastructure connectivity or source improvements and / or accelerated planned works  
Internal review of drought activities

 

Table 3.3 Summary of Drought Management Actions
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Communications Actions Environmental Actions 
Water efficiency campaign ongoing since 2007. 
Early implementation of communications action plan as 
necessary  

Routine environmental monitoring: 
• Baseline environmental monitoring 

To include: 
• Meet with Environment Agency and other Water Company 

Communication Officers 
• Increased promotion of water efficiency 
• Proactive media campaign and calls for voluntary restraint 
• Prepare press statement on next steps 
• Brief customer Services and field staff 
• Publish relevant information on website and issue to 

stakeholders  

To include: 
• Update ecological records  
• Assess current environmental condition against 

baseline 
• Awareness raising with Natural England and local 

environment groups 

Company specific and joint work to include: 
• Proactive media relations on drought and water efficiency 

tips 
• Advertising campaigns / information on website 
• Direct mailing to customers and intensify Stakeholder 

engagement  
• Set out restrictions on water use Phases 1 and 2 
• Phase 1 temporary ban publicity campaign 
• Discuss watering regimes for parks and gardens with local 

authorities 
• Inform and liaise with Ofwat and Consumer Council for 

Water 
• Discuss / visit high demand commercial users and complete 

more water efficiency audits 
• Deliver water efficiency message to school and local 

community  

To include: 
• Undertake protected species surveys on potential 

Drought Permit/Order sites 
• Review and update environmental statements for 

permit applications 
• Update monitoring and mitigation plan 
• Raise awareness with Natural England and local 

environment groups  
• Implement agreed monitoring and mitigation 

protocol on granting of permit 

 

Company specific and joint work to include: 
• Phase 2 temporary ban publicity campaign 
• Develop publicity material for customers and stakeholders 

on restrictions under a Drought Order 
• Begin Drought Order (to restrict demand) publicity 

campaign  

Continue with above environmental actions 

Company specific and joint work to include: 
• Step up proactive media relations 
• Continue advertising campaigns and customer mail shots 
• Continue stakeholder engagement for Drought order (to 

restrict demand) implications 

Continue with above environmental actions 

Company specific and joint work. Continue Severe Drought 
actions 

Continue monitoring and mitigation where feasible 

• Company specific and joint work to continue until Normal 
status attained 

• Explain why restrictions or Drought Permits/Orders are in 
place, why and when they will be removed 

Continue to update monitoring and mitigation plan 

Demonstrate lessons learnt and improvements to Drought Plan  • Complete post drought monitoring 
• Update monitoring and mitigation plan 

South East Water Drought Plan Non-Technical Summary
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4. Management and communication strategy

Management structure

The Drought Plan provides a clear framework for South

East Water to co-ordinate its actions in a drought

situation. These include internal and external drought

management actions, communications actions and

environmental monitoring actions, all working together

in a co-ordinated manner to deal with the different

stages of a drought. 

South East Water will convene a Drought Management

Team, usually when one of the drought regions reaches

‘Mild Drought’ status, bringing together Heads of

Departments within the Company, each with their own

technical expertise. The Management Team is jointly

managed by the Assets and Operations Directors, 

who report directly to the Executive Team on a

frequent basis.

Drought communications plan

South East Water already has a policy of open

information about its operations and investment

programmes. It produces a wide range of promotional

information to communicate important messages about

water supply and using water wisely and efficiently.

For a drought situation, a specially developed

communications plan will ensure that the right

messages reach customers, key stakeholders and the

media as quickly and as effectively as possible. The

key objectives of the communications plan are:

to publicise the drought situation, explain why it has

happened and provide regular updates; 

to ensure customers and local communities receive

clear messages regarding water efficiency; 

to engage key stakeholders in the management of the

drought; and 

to manage concerns raised by customers and the

wider public. 

Lessons learnt from the most recent drought during

2005-2006 have been used to develop the Drought

communications plan.

The Company’s ongoing water efficiency campaign will

be reinforced during a drought situation. This will focus

on explaining what South East Water is doing to

manage the drought whilst providing a secure supply

of water and protecting the environment. At the same

time, customers will be encouraged to minimise their

use of water, with advice and examples provided for

how this can be achieved, and the benefits of doing so.

A wide range of media tools will be used by South East

Water to deliver key messages to specific stakeholders

and customers. Whilst the draft Drought Plan provides

further details, this may include face to face meetings,

road show events, media and press briefings and radio

advertising. Full use will be made of the internet to

post information on a dedicated drought page on the

Company’s website and email bulletins will also be

issued on a regular basis. Social networking sites

could also be used.

South East Water will ensure that it regularly updates

its drought communications, considered especially

important during a changing drought situation. As a

drought becomes more severe, South East Water will

work closely with neighbouring water companies to

share information and ensure consistent messages are

being given. 

South East Water was a key member of the South East

Drought Communications Group. This group was set

up during the last major drought during 2005 - 2006,

to bring together regional water authorities with key

stakeholders such as the Environment Agency, Ofwat

and the Consumer Council for Water. It gives South

East Water the opportunity to reinforce the messages

of scarce water resources and water efficiency

measures across a wide area of the south east. During

a region-wide drought situation, this Group maintain

their own website to provide consistency in

communications messages. 

Post drought actions

As a drought begins to recede, it may be some time

before water resources fully recover to a level where

supplies are safeguarded. For this reason, some
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drought actions such as temporary bans may have to

remain in place for a longer period while groundwater

and reservoir sources are recharged. 

Sometimes it may be necessary to keep temporary

bans in place over winter months to allow water

resources, particularly groundwater sources, to return

to normal. In a similar way, any Drought Orders or

Drought Permits will need to remain in place until

normal conditions are resumed.

South East Water will communicate clearly with its

customers before, during, and after a period of

drought. It recognises the particular need for clear

communication during periods towards the end of a

drought, when there may be prolonged rainfall, yet

drought restrictions remain in force. 

A review of South East Water’s management of the

drought will be undertaken once the drought has

ended. This will be used both to improve drought

planning methods, and to ensure that any lessons

about the timing and implementation of drought

actions can be learnt. South East Water will engage

with customers and stakeholders in undertaking 

this review. The outcomes will inform not only 

future reviews of the Drought Plan, but also

subsequent Water Resource Management Plans and

investment decisions by the Company across the water

supply area.

5. Consultation

South East Water has carried out pre-consultation

before preparing the draft Drought Plan with the

Environment Agency, Ofwat, Defra and neighbouring

water companies as required to do so by the

legislation. In addition, Natural England and the

Consumer Council for Water have also been consulted.

The draft Drought Plan was sent to the Secretary of

State at the Department of Environment, Food and

Rural Affairs on 1st October 2011. The Secretary of State

has given South East Water permission to publish the

draft Drought Plan for a period of public consultation

commencing after 6th January 2012.

South East Water published the draft Drought Plan on

8th   February 2012 and it is available on the Company’s

website www.southeastwater.co.uk/droughtplan. Copies

of the Non Technical Summary are available free of

charge from The Water Resources Team, Head Office,

South East Water, Rocfort Road, Snodland, ME6 5AH.

The draft Drought Plan will also be available to read in

hard copy at the Company’s Head Office at South East

Water, Rocfort Road, Snodland, ME6 5AH.

South East Water has allowed eight weeks for comments

to be made and the closing date for comments to be

received is 4th April 2012. A questionnaire is also

available with the draft Drought Plan and this Non

Technical Summary which you can complete online at

www.southeastwater.co.uk/droughtplan

Comments can be sent to Defra by email,

water.resources@defra.gsi.gov.uk or by post to

Secretary of State, Drought Plan Consultation, Defra,

Area 2C, Ergon House, Horseferry Road, London 

SW1P 2AL, or via South East Water’s website. The

consultation period is open for eight weeks and

comments should be returned to Defra by 4th April 2012.

Following the close of the consultation period, South

East Water will publish a Statement of Response to the

comments made within 15 weeks of the draft Drought

Plan first being published. This report will therefore be

published 23rd May 2012 and will be available on the

Company’s website. South East Water will consider all

comments and where appropriate will make changes

to the draft Drought Plan, giving reasons for the

changes. Where the Company consider no changes are

necessary, it will explain the reasons for this.

The Secretary of State will consider the comments and

South East Water’s Statement of Response to the

comments made on the draft Drought Plan. She may

hold an inquiry (or hearing) if necessary and then

direct South East Water to make any amendments she

considers necessary. The final plan is then produced

and published.

South East Water Drought Plan Non-Technical Summary




